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Introduction 
The notion of expansiveness for homeomorphisms has proved to be a valuable 
concept in the study of discrete flows. Although the concept cannot be directly 
carried over to reaMme flows, Bowen and Walters gave an alternate definition in [l] 
which then yielded many of the important discrete flow results for real flows. The 
basic idea of their definitioij is that two points which are not close in the orbit 
topology induced by the reals can be separated at the same time even if one allows a 
continuous time lag. This notion can be extended to arbitrary transformation groups 
and families of continuous functions on the acting topological group in such a way 
that both expansive hnmeomorphisms and expansive real Rows become special 
cases. In this paper, we adopt this viewpoint and study s-expansiveness on arbitrary 
transformatioln groups for various families 9 of continuous functions on T fixing the . 
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ideE I ;ty of T. If id is the identity map from T onto T, 9 = {id} and T discrete gives the 
us& notion of expansiveness. If {id) is a proper subset of 9 we typically get a 
strocqger concept; if id& .9 we are able to study what type of expansiveness is 
admrssible in transformation groups which are not expansive in the usual sense, and 
detej;mine to what extent the various expansive results for discrete and real BROWS 
generalise to arbitrary families. 
Aiyer noting some elementary properties of Sc-expansiveness in Section 1, we turn 
to tk; notion of lifting 5expansiveness through homomorphisms in Section 2. The 
majt;r result in this direction (Corollar;. 2.8)states that if 9satisfies a mild translation 
condition (Definition 2.1), then in the case of free abelian actions and id & 9, any 
extei:,I;ion of an s-expansive transformation group is itself 9-expansive. This result 
can k.h;: modified for a general equicontinuous factor transformation group and since 
the zJrrissible classes 9 include the nonidentity homomorphisms %‘, we look at 
Z-e.: pansiveness for equicontinuous transformation groups in Section 3, since these 
are tt le natural factors to examine in minimal transformation groups. We show that 
we hzve V-expansiveness in three cases: 
(;> T = Z and total minimality, 
(ii) T = R and no fixed points, 
(iii; T = ’ (k > 1) and free action. 
For J’= Z’, total minimality yields expansiveness for a slightly smaller class. 
ComtYining these two results, we note that many nonweakly mixing minimal real and 
discrc re flows are %“-expansive. 
In .!&tion 4 we observe that the idea of uniform expansiveness and its properties 
can ASO be generalized to uniform $-expansiveness. In Section 5 we study 9- 
expa:;i<iveness for discrete flows and show that Sturmian flows are %‘-expansive 
(whe: L:: Z’is all homomorphisms) while full shifts are not. We note that a:nong weakly 
mixirpg flows, the POD [4, Definition 3.11 expansive flows are Z-expansive. Noting 
that ~7 important tool historically in studying expansion has been to find a subshift 
exter:+on of an expansive flow with similar properties, we examine this problem at 
the ea6 d of Section 5. The major result of this section (Theorem 5.12) states that if a 
discrci e flow has all powers Zexpansive, then it has a subshift extension with the 
same type of expansiveness. Example 5.13 indicates some dificulties in attempting 
to irncrove this result. Finaljy, in Section 6, we make a few observations about 
suspesl*?sions of discrete flows. They are always &9’-expansive and, if the discrete 
flow 1s {:d}-expansive, we obtain expansiveness for all continuous functions as 
in [l: 
r )> 
. li le ion. Let (X, T) be a transformation group with X compact Hausdorff 
and T ..I .,. topological group. Let 9 be a family of continuous functions from T into T 
such a”lat if f~ 9 then f(e) = e where e is the identity of T. We call (X9 T) 
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5%exparssiue if fcr every neighborhood U of e in T, there is an index cy of the 
uniformity on X such that if x, y E X and x& yU, then for each f~ 9 there is a t E T 
with (xt, yf(t))& cy. c! is called an 56expansive index corresponding to U. 
* When T is the integers and 9 is just the identity function, 9- 
expansiveness is just the usual expansiveness for homeomot phisms. When T = 
and 9= {f; fE C(R) with f(Q)= 0}, then P-expansiveness is expansiveness for 
one--parameter flows as defined by Bowen and Walters in [ 11. 
1.3. Propositiora. Let (X, T) be a transformation group. 
(i) If (X, T’) is s-expansive and 90 c 9, then (X, T) is 9&e.qwzsive. 
(ii) 1fsi c C(T)fori = 1,. . . , tz and (X, T) is Pi-expansive for each i, then (X, T) 
is &_Jr= r $i )-t?XpansiVe. 
(iii) If S is a subgroup of T and (,X, S) is 9ls-expansive (3$ = {f Is: f’ E F}), then 
(X, T) is 9-expzgsive. 
Proof. These statements follow immediately from the definition. Note that (ii) can 
not be extended to an infinite number of families (see 5-4 for example j. 
1.4. Definition. Since T is a topological group, we have a uatural uniformity on T 
given by sets of the form {(s, t); st-” E V} where V is a neighboyhood of the identity. 
Let C(T) be the family of continuous fuirctions from T into 7: The uni’jbrm topology 
on C(T)is given by the uniformity generated by (Q”; a! is an index on T} where if 
f, g E C(T) (f, g)e cy+ iff (f(E), g(t))E a for all t E T. 
1.5. Remark. If (X9 T, lYI) is a transformation group, there is a natural map 
n* : C(T)+ C(T, H(X)), 1 w h ere H(X) is the self-homeomorphisms of X with the 
topology of pointwise convergence, given by II*(f)(i) =c IIf”‘. 
Let C(T) have the uniform topology and C(T, Hi:X)) the topology uniform in T 
and pointwise for H(X) i.e. the topology generated by the base of neighborhoods 
N(f, Xl, l ’ l 9 x,,CU)={9;(g(t)(xi),f(t)(Xi~)~afori=l,...,nandfurall 
tET} 
where fc C(TY H(X)), xi E X for i = 1, . . . , n and Q! is an index for X. It is clear that 
this is generally a weaker topology than the uniform topology and n* is continuous. 
Also if (X, T, n> is e’ffective then n* is an injective map. 
Using this notation we have the following: 
ositiolm, Let (X, T, n) be a transformation group and 9 c C(T). Oppose 
sive. Then 
n;f{5F)-expansive, 
(ii) (X, I’) is n*+(cl n*(9))-expansive. 
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PftOOb. &+:e in the definition of $-expansiveness only the action n is important and 
any topcqgy on 9 is irrelevant, we can speak of expansiveness for subclasses of 
rl*((r(T&. CX, T) is %expansive for %!?C n*(C(T)) iff (X9 T) is n*-‘@&expansive. 
Also (X, T ) is 9-expansive iff (X, T) is n*(S)-expansive. These observations prove 
0 
For (ii;) +appose that (X, T) is not cl n*(9)-expansive. Then for some V(e) and V 
index QC, 3.1:, yE X with x& yU and 3h E cl R’W) with (xt, yh(f))~ Q for all t E T. For 
this U(e) choose an index cy such that if x, y E X with x& yU then for every 
;E ~*(@‘I. % E T such that (xt, yf(t))& a. Choose an index /3 with /3ofl-’ c Q! and let 
x,y~X +Alkfh xayU and h,cln*(S) such that (xt, yh(t))~ @ for’ all t E T. But by 
definitiorr ‘3 the topology on C(T, H(X))Z& n*(S) with (yf(t), yh(t))~ @ for all 
t E T and ~~~3s implies (A& yf(t))~ ar for all J E T which is a contradict&. 
1.7. Cor&uy. (i) Let (X, T) be Sexpansive. Then (X3 T) is e&F)-expaflsive whee 
the closur:~ rs taken in the uniform topology. 
(ii) Ler {.KI, T) be S-expansive and g E C(T) such that for every x E X arrd for every 
index Q! figs* X there is f E 9 with (xg(t), xf(t)) E tx for all t E T. Then (X, T) is 
9 v (g)-e;_ !i ansive. 
1.8. StandG~g nots8ion. In view of Corollary 1.7(i) we restrict ourselves to classes of 
functions cI ‘nich are uniformly closed and we henceforth assume that (X, T, rl[) is 
effective .PD J drop the distinction between S and n*(9). Motivated by Theorem 1.9 
beiow we WY j 1 also henceforth assume that X is a compact metric space and we denote 
the ball of aadius E about he point x E X by N(x, E). It is clear that Sexpansiveness 
does not Aq.z+end on the choice oil metric. All of these standing assumptions simplify 
the notatk :ry. without significantly detracting from thg theory. 
Certain &sses of functions are used frequently and we adopt the following 
notation: 
56 A c~uss of continuous maps from T to T, fixing e and closed in the uniform 
tq-W logy. 
{id) - Th..r ,dentity map on T. 
9’ - 2.F li id). 
(8 - ‘lb.: class of all continuous maps from T to T, fixing e. 
% -Tk set of all non-zero homomorphisms of T. 
so- (f-3 %; f(T) is syndetic in T). 
1. Let T) be a transformation gro ith T second countable and 
suppose thy, (X, T) is SGxpansive. If (id) c 9, then 
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,et ( V&Q] be a countable base of neighborhoods of e and let cyIl be an (id} - 
expansive index corresponding to V,, such that &+* t cy,,. Let D be a countable dense 
subset of T. NOW if X, y E X with x Z yj 3r~ such that n&y V, and SO 3t~ T with 
(xt, yt)& a, and hus 3&Z with (xd, yd)& cy,+l. Thus (x, y)&~,,+~d? Hence 
n&1> nC4 a# is the diagonal in X x X. So since X is compact, he uniformity has 
a countabie base and thus X is metrizable. 
For products we have the following. 
1.10. Proposition. (i) If Tis discrete, the diagonal action (X X X, T) is Sexpansive 
iff (X, T) is S-expansive. 
(ii) If T is abelian and not discrete, the diagonal action is never (id) - emansive. 
(iii) (Xl x X2, T x T) is 91 X &-expansioe if (Xi, T) is &expansive (i L I, 2). 
(iv) Infinite products are never (id) - expamive under diagonal action. 
Proof. (i) Follows from the definition. 
(ii) Choose U(e) and suppose that E > 0 is an expansive constant (for the diagonal 
action) corresponding toU. Choose V(e) c U(e) such that z E X implies d (zv, z) < E 
Vv E V. Now let x E X and v E V with x # XU. Clearly (x, X)E (x, xv)U, but d ((x, x)t, 
(x, xv)t) = d(xt, xvt) = d(xt, xtv)< E Vt E T. 
(iii) Follows from the definition. 
(iv) The claim follows because (x0, x1, . . . , xk, a, . . .) can not lbe separated from 
(x0, xl, l l l 9 xks 6, . . . ) by muare than l/2”, where nE,Xi has the metric d = 
I;() 4/2i+*. 
2. Lifting expansiveness 
2.1. D&&ion. A class 9 is said to be closed under normalized translation (nt) if 
f c 9 implies fs E 9 where fs(t) = f(s)-’ . f(st) for any s E T. (Clerarly %?, %, {id}, &-,, 
P, V , St?& are all nt). 
n. (X9 T) has free I&mz or T acts freely on X if Vt c:. T, Yx cz X, t # e 
Let (X, T) be a transformat;on group. A standard compactness argument shows 
that given c > 0,3q > 0 and a neighborhood U(e) 6 T su& that hr(x, q) U c N(x, 8) 
for all x E X, a fact that we will use i.n the sequel. 
. Let T act freesly on and f E C with f Z id, Then ( 
( f)-expansive. 
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roof, Sui;pose (X, T) is not (f)-expansive. Then 3 neighborhood U(e) such that 
Vk, 3nk, yk E X with X& ykU and Vt E T, d(xkt, y&-f(t))< Ilk. Since f(e)= e, we can 
assume b I OG that xk +x, y~( + x. Fix t. If E > 0 and k is chosen such that d(xt, xkt), 
d(yJ(t), x,0))< ~13 and l/k < ~13, then d(xt, xf(t))-‘d(xt, x&+ 
d (xkt, y&r>)+ d (yd(t), xf (t)) < E. So d (xt, xf (t)) = 0, and f(t) = t by free action, 
contradicting that f # id. 
Z,~ei~~a~ Let f E % such that (X, T) is (f )-expansive. Given any neighborhood V 
of the idem@ in T, there is a neighborhood $I off In % and e > 0 such that if x, y E X 
with x ti y k and g E Q there B’s a t E T with d (xt, yg(t))> E. 
Proof. Let’ q be an { f}-expansive constant corresponding to V. As noted, we 
can find a nbd U of e such that xc c IV(x, q/2) for every x E X. Define % = 
(gE %?; f(t\“‘g(t)E: U for all tc T}. Now for ge $I and s E T, d(xs, yg(s))= 
d(xs, yf(sY(s)-‘g(s))ad(xs, yf(s))-d(yf(s), yf(s)f(s)-‘g(s)Pd(xs, yf(s))-r1/2. 
Now if x, J! E X with x& y V there is a t E T with d (xt, yf(t))> q. Th,(~ls Q and q/2 
satisfy the required condition. 
2.5. Propdion. Let *be a compact subset o:W such that (X, T) is (I$)-eqansive for 
evwy f E 3:. Then (X, T) is .F-expansive. Thus, if T acts freely and id & s, (X, T) is 
JF- expansS z lie. 
Proof. Let V be a neighborhood of e in T and for each f E s let aplf be the 
neighborhk:pod f f and Ef the constant guaranteed by Lemma 2.4. Choose 
fl9f29 l . . , fit E 9 such that 9~ Ur=, %h. It is clear that min,,r,__.,n(Eh} is an 5 
expansive ;:&Bnstant corresponding to V. The last statement follows from Proposition 
2.3. 
Let (X, T) be a transformation group, 9 c % and Za compact subset of 
%. Suppose [hat 
(a) (X, “I;‘) is ( f)-expansive for every f E 2, 
(b) (X, ‘r) is (9- %)-expansive for eflery open set % containing 3K 
Then (X, “:r ) is (9 v Qexpansicz. 
roof. By i&e proof of Proposition 2.5, for each neighborhood V(e) we can find an 
open set % :+vith %c % and E > 0 such that if x, y E X with x e y V and g E % there is a 
t E T with d(xt, yg(t))> E. But now if q is an (p- %)-expansive constant cor- 
respondin:,: to V, then min(s, Q) is an (9 u 5Qexpansive constant corresponding to 
V. 
Lekmma ‘1.6 has the following useful special case. 
Let (X, T) 15e (P-%)-expa ‘ve for every neighborhood % of the 
(X, T) is {id)-expansr oe, (X, is (9 u (id))-expansive. 
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. Let (X, 7’) be an S-expansive transformation ,group with T abelian 
and 56s nt. Let n : (Y, T) = (X, T) be a homomorphism from a transformation group 
(Y, T) onto (X, Tj such that if x E X and t E T, t # e, vvuh xt = x, then n-‘(xj is one 
point. Then (Y, T) is S&-expansive for any closed So c 9 with id ti 90. 
of. Let ,5Fo be a closed subset of .F with idti 90. Then there is a neighborhood 
V(e) such that k/f E So, 3 t E T with f (t)t-’ & V. Choose U(e ) with UU-’ c V. For 
this U, thereisa&+Osuch thatVfE$andxr,~~EX withxr&x2U 3tET with 
d(xllr, x&))> 8u. Now choose &u > 0 such that dal(y lj, n(y2)) ) 6~ imphies 
d(yr, yz)> su(yr, y2~ Y). We show that EU is an so-expansive constant for (Y, T) 
corresponding to U. Choose f E 90 and let yr, y2 E Y -with yl ti y2U and suppose that 
II( s n(yz)f(tjU for every t E T. Then fl(yl)t = n(yz)f(tju, for some ut E U for 
each t E T. Thus n(y&,t = n(y#(t)u, and so either u,t = f (c)u, W E T or 
f13(y2)= (~2). However n(yru;‘> - II so if lT?I(y2)= {Y~L YI = ~24 and 
yl E y2U which is false. Thus u,t = f(t)ul tit E T and so f(tjt-’ = ucuyl E UU-* c V 
tit E T which is also false. Hence 3 E T with n(yl)t&n(yz)f(t)U and so 3s E T with 
d@I(y&s, II&)f(tjg(s))> 6~ where g =fW is ntj and thus d@I!y;jts, lI(yzjf(stjj> 
&. Hence, d(yIts, yf(ts))> EL’ which completes the proof. 
2.9. Corollary. Let (X, Tj be an S-expansive transformation group with free abelian 
action and 9 nt. Then if (Y, Tj is an extension of (X, T), (Y, Tj is So-expansiue for 
every closed 90 c 9 with id & 90. 
Pmf. Since T acts freely, xs # x for any s E T with s # e. 
2.10. Corollary. Let (X, T) be an g-expansive transformation group with free 
abelian action and 9 is nt. Then if (Y, Tj is an (id)-expansive extension of (X, Tj, 
( Y, T) is (9 v (id))-expansive. 
Proof, Let 42 be a neighborhood of the identity map. By Corollary 2.9 (Y, T) is 
(ZF- *)-expansive. The result follows by Corollary 2.7. 
2.11. Corollsry. Let ((Xi, T); i E Z’) be a countable collection of transformation 
groups with free abelian action and suppose that for some i E Z+, (Xi, T j is S-expansive 
where 9 is nt. Then (l: 1 Xi, Tj is S-expansive if and only if id & 9. 
. Corollary 2.9 an61 Proposition l.lO(iv). 
‘} be an inverse system of transformation groups 
with free abelian action and suppose that for some i E Z+ (Xi, T) is S-expansive where 
9 is nt. Then the inverse f limit (& Tj is Sexpansive if and only if id & 9. 
. In the integer or real case, the condition in Theorem 2.8 implies that 
one-one extension over the periodic points in (Y, T). The free actio 
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hypothesis elimin ,tes periodic points entirely; we shall see (Theorem 5.11) that in 
certain cases with .the integers, we can circumvent this problem. 
We now note a.4 situation where the abelian requirement can be dropped in 
Theorem 2.8 to C Drollary 2.12. 
. Theorem. “‘et (X, T) be an equicontinuuus 26expansive transformation group 
where 9 is nu; family of uniformly continuous functions. Let n : (Y, T) = (X, T) be a 
homomorphism frt- m a transformation group (Y, T) onto (X, T) such that ijx E Xand 
t E T, t # e, with xt = x, then n-‘(x) is one point. Then (Y, T) is S&expansive for any 
closed So c 9 wkb id & &. 
Let E(X) be the enveloping semigroup of X. Each f c Scan be extended to a 
continuous functi:>n p from E(X) into E(X). T is embedded in E(X) and since 
(X, T) is equicontnuous E(X) is a topological group with equivalent left and right 
uniformities, i.e. tt?ere is a base of neighborhoods ofe in E(X) with the property that 
wU = Uw for evt boy w E E(X) and U in the base. 
Let 90 be a clol$ :zd subset of 9 with id ti 90 and let 9$ = {f*; f E So}. Then there is 
a neighborhood Y of e in E(X) such that for all fan Sg, 3p E E(X) with 
p-‘f*(p)& v. Ch\ else U(c) a neighborhood of e in E(X) such that UU-‘c V and 
U = w-l Uw, VW E E(X). U’ = U n T is a neighborhood of e in T so there is a 6 > 0 
such that Vf fz 9 ;1!1d x1, x2 E X with xl ti x#’ 3t E T with d(xlt, xzf(t))N. Choose 
f c $0 and yl, ~2: E‘ Y with yr g y2U’ and suppose that n(yl)t E n(yz)f(t)U’ for every 
t E T. Then n(y.Jr = fl(y2)f(t)ut for some ur E U’ for each t E T. Thus if n-‘n(yz) is 
not one point, ld9,i =f(t)u, Vt E T. Thus t-‘f(t) = t-‘u&l’ E UU-’ c V for all t e T 
and so w -‘f”( w ) c v for all w e E(X) which contradicts the choice of V. The rest of 
the proof is identkal to the proof of Theorem 2.8. 
quicon tinuloa51 flows 
The results of section 2 indicate that in order to insure 5Fexpansiveness, it is 
frequently suficknt to check it on a factor. Moreover, the general structure of 
non-weakly mixing minimal flows and Theorem 2.14 indicate that equicontinuous 
flows are the natural candidates for tht: factor. 
Throughout SeAon 3, we will assume that the metric on an equicontinuous flow is 
an isome try. 
m. Let (X, T) be equicontinuoars nd T abelian. Then(X, T) is %“- 
expansive iff folr every neighborhood U(e), 3~ >O such that x E X with 
inf@(xf(T)); fe %“)< 2~ implies N(x, 8)~ XV(e). 
ose t1te condition holds. Choose V(e) and the cozre s>Oand 
with x& yU. If d(x, y)<~ then inf{&yf(T)); 2e. TIws 
d(xt, yf(t))= d(x, yf(t)t-‘)a -d(x, y)+d(y, yf(t)t-‘)> d(y, y,f(t)!.-‘)-E and so 3l E 
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T with d(x, yf(t)f-I)> 2~ - E. Hence E is an expansive constant corresponding to U. 
Conversely suppose the condition is false but (X, T) is %“-expansive. Then 3 a 
neighborhood U(e) such that Vs > 0, Elx E X with inf{S(xf(T)); f~ %‘}< 2e but 
It’&, E)@ -VU(e). Let 1) be an expansive constant corresponding to U and choose 
x E X with inf{s(xf(T)); f~ %“I< q/2 but N(x, 77/4)@ xU. Choose y with d(x, y)< 
77/4 and y& xU, Let fc be the zero homomorphism. For every f~ %“, Elt E T wifh 
d(xt-‘, yf(t-‘))= d(xf(t)t-‘, y)> 7. Picking an f and setting s = tf(t)-’ givss 
d(&(s)s-‘, y)> r). Thus d(x, xf(#-‘)a d(y, xf(t)t-‘)-d(x, y)> q -q/4 for all f’~ 
~u(f,}andso~(xf(T))~3/4~,Vf~~fo~;~(t)=t-’,f~~u(f,)}=~,whichi~a 
contradiction. 
3.2. C~dhry. Let (X, T) be equicontinuous and T abelian. Suppose that for every 
x E X, inf(S(xf(T)); f E %?)> 0. Then (X, T) is Z”-expansive. 
Pro& We show that inf{s(xf(T)); f E Z’, x E X> > 0 and then the result follows by 
Proposition 3.1. For otherwise 3x,,, fn with 6(x,&(T))+ 0. Let xn -,x7 Then for all 
tcfn(T), d(x,xt)<d(x,,x,t)+d(x,x,)+d(x,t,xt)<2d(x,x,)+d(x~,x,t). Thus 
6(Xfn(T))+ 0 which is false. 
Note that %” can be replaced by %$, in Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.2. 
3.3. Theorem. Let (.JY, T) be equicontinuous. Then (X; T) is Z-expansive in the 
following cases 
(i) T = Z and (X, T) is kti.lly minimal, 
(ii) T = R and (X, T) ha.c; r, fixed points, 
(ii,i) T = Rk (k > 1) and T i. QJ: free action. 
Also, (X, T) is %&expansive if 
(iv) T = Zk (k > 1) and (X, T) is totally minimal. 
Proof. (i) IfT=Z,~=Z--(O,l}whereifm~Z,~n:Z-,2bym~n)=m~n(n~Z). 
If (X, Z) is totally minimal, xf(Z) is dense in X for all x E X and f E &9’ and the resuft 
follows by Corollary 3.2. 
(ii) f(R) = R, Vf e 2%” SC) inf(S(xf ( ));fE%‘}=8(~R)and8(xR)=Oifandonlyif 
x is a fixed point. 
(iii) Let 9 be the set of ranges of the homomorphisms in %“. Suppose 3x E A’ and 
S,, E 9 such that 8(x&)+ 0. (Choose E>O. Then 3iV such that nl, n2,. . . , nk NV 
implies S(s (Snl + Snr + l l l + &,J)< E. For if we let fi E Sn, then 
d(x, x(tl+ta+ l ” l + tk)) = d (x, (Xt& + t3 + ’ ’ ’ + tk) 
~d(x, xtl)+d(xtl, xc1 + t2)+ - l l 
+ d(xtI + 1 l ’ +tk+ xtl+ ’ ’ l +fk) 
s d(x, xc&s d(x, xt2) + l l 9 + d(x, xtk ). 
‘Mie now choose .?J such that 8(x&,)< (l/k)a for n 1 IV. 
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We may assume r:lat each S, is a one-dimensional subspace (as otherwise* 
contains uch a subspace). Stippose that the subspace generated by (S,; n NV} has 
dimension IN (1 G ZK I, e k). Then {l;v} is non-increasing and eventually constant: i 
iv244 IN = ~1 say. FGr each N we choose psl, 122, . . . , np > N with Sn, + $,,a + 9 . . T 
Sn, the same Fl-dimen Gonal subspace. If t is in this subspace, then d(x, ret) = 0 so t = 0 
which is a contradict5>n. 
(iv) Zb = {(nl, n2, . . . , nk); n&C and ni#O}-{(l,l,...,l)}. The proof now 
follows as for (i). 
3.4. Corollary. Let c JY, T) be a transformation group which is not weakly mixing. 
(i) If T = and $Y, T) is mittimal, then (X, T) is S?-expansive. 
(ii) If T = and 1 K, T) is totally minimal, then (X, T) is 25expansive. 
[iii) If T = Zk (k > 1) and (X, T) is totally minimal, then (X, T) is Z&expansive. 
Proof. In each case, (X, T) is quasi-separable and minimal so by the Furstenberg 
structure theorem (X7 T) has a non-trivial equicontinuous factor (Y, T) which is 
minimal and so fixed-point free in case (i) and totally minimal in cases (ii) and (iii). 
Thus by Theorem 3.3 4 Y, T) is Z-expansive in cases (i) and (ii) and %&expansive in 
case (iii). The results ri ow follow by Corollary 2.9, since (Y, T) minimal effective and 
T abelian implies T acts freely. 
In general, if T = k, k > 1, it is difficult to determine when the equicontinuous 
factor has free action. even when (X, Rk) is mini,mal with free action. Results of De 
Riggi and Markley shrew that if X is a (k + l)-manifold, free action on the equicon- 
tinuous factor implies that (X, “) is itself equicontinuous. 
le. If X isI connected we need only assume minimality in Theorem 3.3 (i) 
Corollar&l3.4 (ii) and (iii) since then minimality implies total minimality. 
However, in general, total minimality can not be weakened to mini:(nality. Let G be 
the 2-adic integers and define a self-homeomorphism q5 on G by 4(g)= 
g+(f), I,19 1, l * *) (m [3]). (G, 6) is a minimal flow. Consider the homomorphism 2’
. Then g acted or by the range of 2k is the set {4”‘(g); i E 2) and every element 
of this set is of the foe-m g + (0, 0, , . . 0, gk + , . . .). Thus by choosing k large enough 1
we can make the diaiwaleter of this set as small as we like. 
orn. LC (X, T) ire P-expansive and equicontirzuous. Then every fixed 
point of T is iso1ate.d. 
caf. Let x E X be ‘ip fixed point, let U be any neighborhood of e and E >O an 
-expansive constan ‘:correspond gtoU.I[fyEXandy#x,theny~xWsoforany 
f~ 2’ 3t E T with d(j/l, xf(t))> e. ut then d(y, xf(t)t-‘)= d(y, x)> e. 
(X,‘T) 
T) be equicontinuous with 
is %?‘-expansive if and only if T has no fixed points. 
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se Proposition 3.6 and Theorem 3.3 (ii). 
For abelian, equicontinuous flows we have the following inheritance theorem. 
n. Let (X, T) be an equicontinuous 245expansi2;e transformation 
group with T abelian. Suppose S is a proper open subgroup of T such that S = f(T) for 
some f E 8”. Let Z(S) be the non -zero self- homomorphisms of 3’. Then (X, S) is 
ZV(Sr-expansive. 
Proof. Let gE%‘(S)‘and define h(t)=gof(t)* f(t)-’ - t. Pf h =id, then gof(t)=f(t) 
for all t E T so g = idls which is fa se. Also if h(t) = e for every t E T, then t = 
f(t)(g of(t))-’ E S for every t E T so S = T. Thus h E 2”. Let U be a neighborhood of 
the identity in S which is therefore also open in T as S is open. Thus 35 > 0 such that 
if x, y E X with x& y V, 3 E T such that d(xt, yh(t))> S. Now 
d(xt, yh(t))=d(xt, ygof(t). f(t)-’ l t)= d(x, ygof(t) l f(t)-‘) 
= d(xf(t), yg 0 f(t)) = d (xs, yg(s)) for some ,i E S. 
Thus d(xs, yg(s)) > S for some s e S. 
3.9. Corollary. Let (X, T) be an equicontinuous .3&expansirfe transformation group 
with T - 25” (k 3 I), and S a proper subgroup of T. Then (X, S) is Z(S)‘-Pxgansive. 
Proof. Every proper subgroup of Zk is open and the image of some homomorphism 
on T. 
3.10. Corolliy. If (X, qb) is equicontinuous and P-expansive, then (X, 4”) is 
Z-expansive for any n f 0. 
Proof, Z(S) is canonically isomorphic to %? for all non-zero sobgroups S c 
3.11. Corollary. If (X, 4) is equicontinuous and Z-expansive, then every periodic 
point is isolated. 
goof. Use Corollary 3.1 and Proposition 3 -6. . 
he idea of uniform expansiveness for homeomorphisms [7] ako admits a 
generalization. The idea now is to consider points whose orbit segments are 
uniformly separated. In this section ,the group T will always be locally compact. 
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(X ;9) is called uniformly S-expansive if for every neighborhood 
U(e) there is an E > k 3 such that for all 8 with 0 < 6 s E, for all f E 9, there is a compact 
set K c T (K depeslds on 8 and f) such that if x, y E X with d(x, yU) > 6, then 
d(xt, yf(t))> e for so,ae t E K. 
Since the compacr neighborhoods form a ase at e, and if 0 is compaca, x E ya 
then d(x, yo) 7 0, i : follows that uniform s-expansive implies S-expansive. 
Under v-compactn isis, the converse holds. 
Let (X, T) be S-expansive and T a-compact. Then (X, T) is 
uniformly Sexpansa’s9e. 
roof, Ifnot3U(a~JI V~>0,~~(0<@~~)3f~~WKcompact3x~,y~~Xwith 
d(xK, yKU:j, 8 bktt d(xKt, yKf(t))sE for every t E K. Let Ki be an increasing 
sequence of cornpack sets with T = IJ& Ki. Denote x Ki by xi and yK1 by yi. Assume 
that xi -*x arrd yi -* y. NOW d(xit, yif(t))- -Q for aJ! iaN and ted& and thus 
d(xt, yf (0) s E for ,r E I& for any N a 1. Thus d(xt, yf(t))s E Vt E T and if E is chosen 
as an expansive coccitant corresponding to U, then x E y U. But as d(xi, yiU)> 8 for 
each i, d(x, yU)a 8, which is a contradiction. 
4.3. Theorem. LP [X, T) be a transformation group and A a dense invariant subset 
of X. Then (X, Tj LS uniformly g-expansive ij$ (A, T) is uniformly g-expansive. 
Proof, Suppose (/I? 7’) is uniformly g-expansive. Choose U(e) relatively compact 
and E > 0 such thal; V8 with 0 c 6 G E Vf E 9 3K (compact in T) such that if a, b E A 
with d(w, bU)> 8 t&en 3 t E K with d(at, bf(t))> e. We will show that for s/2 if 
x, y E X with d(x, JG U) > 8 and K is the compact set given above corresponding to an 
f E 9 and to 6/2, there is a t e K with d(xt, yf(t))> e/2. So if x and y satisfy 
d(x, yU)> 0, choose a, b E A such that d (x, a)< 6/4, d(yu, bu)< 9/4 for all u E U 
(we can do this as 8 is compact), d(xt, at)< ~14 for t E K and d(yt, bt)< ~14 for 
t Ef(K). Then far u E U, d(a, bu)> d(x, yu)-d(x, a)-d(bu, yu)> 012 and so 
d(a, bU)> 812. ‘Fhus 3t E K with d(at, bf(t))> E and so d(xt, yf(t))> 
d(at, bf(t))-d(ai<. ;+d(bf(t), yf(t))>E/2. 
ansive k umeomorp 
In this section i&’ will be a compact metric space with an integer action given by a 
homeomorphism 4.Our first result shows that we must restrict he class 9, and the 
natural class seelIrs to be JV, the set of homomorphisms of the integers, especially in 
light of Theore= 3.3 and Corollary 3.4. 
U (X, 4) is %-expansive if and only if 4) is a finite union of 
periodic orbits. 
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Only necessity requires proof so suppose (X, 4) is s-expansive. Let E be the 
%exdansive constant corresponding to (0). Suppose that for some x E X, O(X) is 
infinite and let y be a limit point in m. Choose ko E 2 such that if x0 = 0 ‘O(X) then 
y #x0 and d(y, X& E. Since Vi, c$‘(Y)E O(Q), Vi, 3ki (ko=: 0) such that d(#“y, 
@(xg)) < 6. If we now define f: by J(i) = ki for i E Z, then f~ 55’ and clearly 
(X, #) is not { f}-expansive. Thus O(x) is discrete and so x is periodic. Finally suppose 
that xn +x, xn #x. If x has period p, choose xN such that d(&, C$X& E for 
i=O,l,..., p-l. Define f:Z+Z by f(O)=0 and f(i)=j where j=i(modp) and 
0 <j <p. Then d(& #%~) = d(~$‘x, #‘xN)< E. Thus (X, 4) is a finite union of 
periodic orbits. 
5.2, Remark. Note that the last part of the proof of Proposition 5.1. shows that if 
there is a non-isolated periodic point, then expansion with respect to bounded 
function: on Z fails. In general, the only naturally distinguishable class 9 seems to be 
the homomorphisms %I However, in some cases, even this class may not work, as 
noted below. 
5.3. Lemma. Suppose that (X, &) has a sequence of periodic poiEt5 r.:thich converge to 
a fixed point. Then (X., 4) is not X-expansive. 
Proof. Let E > 0 and choose a point x E X with period p such that d (x, y ) < e where y 
is a fixed point. Them d(#y, 4 “x)< c for all i E Z. 
5.4. Full shift. Lemma 5.3 shows that the full shift (X(Y), a) and toral automor- 
phisms are not R-expansive so that this is a stronger property than ordinary 
expansive. However, (X(Y), w) is {n)-expansive for any n E Z. For suppose 
(X(Y), a) is not {Fc}-expansive for some k E Z. Then 3x, y E X(9’) with x # y such 
that (m*X)i = (o’“y)i for every ?r and Iii G k. Write x as l l 0 x-k l l l x0&& 9 l l and y 
1 
as @ g l y_& l l . yoByk a l l where B is a k - 1 block. Now by comparing rr(x) and CT’ (y ) 
we see that y& l l l y2&-2 = B and by comparing a’(x) and aki(y ) (0 G i s k + 1) we see 
1 
astheform*a*yoBB***S** l with more than k + 1 blocks Be NOW for each 
J 
n, x has the form 0 6 * xoBB l l 9 B l l l with a total of pt blocks B, and y has the 
form 9 - 8 ioB 0 9 + El’ . l 9 with a total of nk + 1 blocks B. V 1% ;iave shown this is true for 
n = 1. Assume it is true for some n, tketll cznparing CT”‘~--~‘(X) and crnCk --l’k(y) shows 
that x actually has 12 -I- 1 blocks and the same argume.rt as before allows us to find a 
’ further k B blocks in y. This gives nk + 1 + k- = (n + I )k: + 1 B blocks in y. By shifting 
in the opposite direction, we can obtain the same result on the left. Thus by induction 
x and y are periodic arad A: = y, a contradiction. 
sets, The Sturmian minimal sets provide a n&rura!l class of 
: &P-expansive flows. Sturmian minimal flows are subshifts which are extensions of 
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minimal rotations oi the circle group # (see [3]). Since such rotations are equicon- 
tinuous and totally G;,inimal, K with a minimal rotation is Z-expansive by Theorem 
3.3 (i) and since the action on K is minimal, it is free. Thus by Corollary 2.9 any 
Sturmian minimal &,\a, is Z-expansive and so, as it is a subshift, it is 
We can generalize this example in the following way. 
5.6. Theorem. Let 1:X, 4) be minimal, non-weukly mixing, and have a connected 
maximal equicontinuous factor. Then (X, 4”) is S&expansive for all n + 0. If in 
addition, (X, 4) is exg:ansive, then (X, 4” ) is Z-expansive for all n f 0. 
rd. (X, 4”) satisf% the same hypotheses for each n # 0, so (X, #n) is %‘- 
expansive by Theorea-r 3.3(i) amd Corollary 2.9. The last part follows as (X, 4”) is 
expansive for all rr f i if (X, 4) is expansive. 
5.7. Remark. Since Qeplitz flows have the 2-adic integers as their equicontinuous 
factor, they are not coax ered by Theorem 5.6. It is an open question whether they are 
%-expansive. 
We now consider prime flows. 
5. osition. Let .‘X, 4) be a POD flow. Then (X, 4”) is 2%“-expansive for any 
integer n f 0. 
roof. By 3.1 of [4] (?<, 4”)L(X, 4kn) for any k # fl. Thus (XXX, bn x#“) is 
minimal for any k f =t- I. Since (X, 4”) is minimal, (X, 4”) is {-id}-expansive by 
Proposition 2.3, which i;ives the result. 
5.9. Colrollary. Let (X, 4) be an expansive POD flow. Then (X, 4”) is X-expansive 
for any integer n # 0. 
. Since er,lery expansive flow can e extended to an (expansive) 
subshift, it is natural to tr:;k if a similar result holds for %-expansive flows. Clearly if 
the flow is %‘-expansive .slnd has no periodic points, it can be extended to a subshift 
which will also be Z’-e rpansive by Corollary 2,lO. Also if the phase space is 
O-dimensional, then it is a subshift, We also have the following: 
§:. . -expansive and assum 
4 form a discrete subspacp of Then there is a subshift 
%-expansive extension 01 (X, 4). 
t the poirits periodic under 
a) such that a) is an 
nder 4. INote that 
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n-‘(P) is just one point for any p E P. It then Mlows by Theorem 2.8 that (M, C) is 
-expansive. 
for (X, 4) we meau a finite cover, % = (VI, Uz, . . . , Un} say, such 
is any bisequence ofelements of ‘8, nE_, 4-i(on,) is at most one 
point. It is well known that every expan@e cascade has open generators and tha.t a 
generator can be used to construct a subshift extension (see [6]). Let Q be an open 
generator for (X, 4). We proceed as follows. Let P1 .= P n U1. Since P1 = {x1, x2 . , ,) 
is countable, choose neighborhoods Vjl of Xi such that Vi1 c Iu1 and Vj, n P = (xj]. 
Let V’ = c&l” j-1 yl) and form the new cover 01, L+ V1, QjT3- V”, . . . , i& - V’. 
Since P is discrete, we can choose the FI)s such that P n (ol - U1) c: i,_j~=, c/: - V”. 
Next, consider P2 = Pn(U2- v’)=(x;,x’ 2, . . .}, ankl pick neighborhoods V’2 of xj 
with Vjzc U2- V’ and Vj2 n P2 = {xj}. Set V? = cI(’ JE,, Viz), and form the cover 
cl( Ul- V2), cl( U2 - V’), U3- (V’ u V2) . l l Un - (V’ u V”). Note that V’ c 
cl(Ul - V2) and V* c cl(U2 - V’), since obviously V;$ V2 = $3 for every j. We then 
repeat the argument for Us - (V’ u V’), and continue in an obvious fashion. The 
new cover so formed, (WI, W2, . . . , W,) say, is a refinement of {or, . . . ,on} and so 
still gencm ates a subshift (M, a). Finally G’i n I+& contains no periodic point for r’ # j 
because aneighborhood around each periodic point is disjoint from every element of 
the cover except one. Thus the natural homomorphism ar is one-to-one on periodic 
points. 
5.12. Theorem. Let (X, c$“) be R-expansive for all n # 0. Then there is a mbshift 
(M, a) such that (M, a) is an extension, of (X, 4) and (M? 0”) is Z-expansive for all 
n ZO. 
Proof. The set of ipoints periodic under 4 form a discrete subspace by Lemma 5.3. 
But now the map ]] constructed in Theorem 5.11 is a homomorphism from (M, d) 
onto (X, 4”) for every n # 0 and the result follows by Theorem 2.g as before. 
Note that since any subset of Z#? is nt, Z can be replaced by any subset containing 
the identity in ‘Theore,ms 51.1 and 5.12. 
3. Example. A frequently occurring condition is that (X, 4”) must be %?‘- 
expansive for all n T’ 0. The following example shows that unlike expansiveness this 
does not follow from (X, 4) %‘-expansive. It also shows that the periodic point 
condition which had to be avoided in 5 e 1 i can occur. Our example (M, (2) is a subshift 
with 
(i) (M, a) is Z-expansive, 
0 ii gn) is not Z-expansive for any n f *l 
(iii) ontains a dense subset D of periodic points with the proper? iliat for ea 
integer q > 1 there is a point JJ E D with a4x = x and x is a point of accumulation of
It is clearly sufficient o show this for 4 prime. 
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For q prime, q > 2, define B, to be the q_block defined by (B&i = 1, (B,)z~+I =0 
(i=O,..., (4 - 3)/2) and (BI,),-I = 0 i.e. (y - 1)/2 pairs of 10 followed by another 0. 
Let 84 be the block formed from Bq by replacing the last 1 in Be by a zero. WP, now 
form a set of periodic bisequences P as follows. If x E P then x is some shift of a 
periodic point generated by the Iq.-block consisting of (r - 1) blocks Bq followed by 
&, 1 and 4 are arbitrary, e.g. I= 3. q = 5 gives BBd = 101001010010000. 
It is clear by centering a B block and letting 4 + 00 that P contains the points of 
period 2, and by centering the 24 block and Ming I + 00 that P contains points of 
period 4. Thus P’ satisfies (iii) and so by Lemma 5.3 it satisfies (ii). 
We now show that (P, a) is uniformly Z-expansive which proves (i), i.e., 3 a 
central block such that for any S > 0, V integers k, I-j integer IV& > 0 such that if 
8(x, y )> 6 then ckix and a’y do not agree on the central block for some i with 
Ii1 < N6,k. We choose a centre block of length 5 and write x - y if Xi = yi for Ii1 s 2. 
Thus we must show that for any integer and integer k, 3 integer B&k > 0 such that if 
the first disagreement between x and y occurs in entry f r then a% + a$ for some i
with jil c N6.k. So let r, k be given. 
Case (i). Assume the mismatch at place -I because yhas a double zero in position 
--I and --r - 1 and x does not. Let x have period p, wlog assume 0s k < p, and assume 
that x is made up of blocks Bq and & for some 9. Now if k = 1 mod(q) then a’y has a 
double zero in the middle of the sequence and entries in the corresponding position 
for x are the entries in Bq in the same position in Bq as the original disagreement. 
Thus if u’y - okrx these entries must be the last two of 84 (i.e. a quadruple zero). 
Now either one further shift produces disagreement or k = 1. But if k = 1, then 
clearly f/y 7c ak’x = a’x. 
Next suppose k+ 1 mod(q). If ~‘y - ak’x then a’+ly+ak(r+*)~. (For this case 
I&‘& > r + 1). 
Case (ii). Assume the mismatch at place -r is because x has a double zero in 
positions -r and -r - 1 and y does not. Assume for simplicity that y is actually a 
periodic point of period 2, since if at any stage a double zero of y intrudes, we can use 
case (i). 
Assume 0 s k < p as before. By applying ck at most r times we can assume that the 
first 00 in x to the left of the centre S-black moves to the right of the S-block under 
ak* (If the double zero gets into the S-block we have disagreement, and if k = 0 just 
one shift will produce disagreement). Suppose k is odd. Then bkx and x agree in at 
least three places while my and y disagree verywhere in the centre S-block. Thus 
crkx + ay. NOW suppose k is even. Let s = p - k (s a 1) and Eet -ni be the position of 
the first 00 in <ukix to the left of centre. Now for each i, if we apply gk to akix we must 
take a double zero across the centre block as otherwise ither a 00 enters the centre 
blockor (+k(i+l)~ --crk'~+aaiy. But then ni = n&s < k,Vlil<N,,k andthisisfalseif 
i = k. Thus take 
Mr.k = k+2r+2. 
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Let ) be a discrete Aow and { Uj; 1 G i s n} be a disjoint open and closed cover 
of X. ne a function f: X + bY flu; = cyi and form the suspension (Xf, a). Such 
suspensions include the usual l-suspension and those used in the construction of 
certain real prime flows. 
The following result slightly generalizes [ 1, Theorem 61, insofar as (iii) notes that 
(id]:-expansive for a l-suspension implies %-expansive. 
6.~. Thearem. (i) (Xf, @) is (U - %)-expansiue where % is any neighborhood of the 
identity. 
(ii) (Xfi @) is 3V’-expailsiue. 
(iii) If (Xf, @) is (id}-expansive, i! is %-expansive. 
(iv) (Xf, a) is (id}-expansive iff (X, Q) is {id}-expansive. 
Proof. The notation follows [l]. 
(i) Let 0 < 6 < 5 min(ai) and % = {f c %‘; 1 f(t j- tl C S, Vt E I?}. Take 9 = % - %, let 
c’= min{ p( Ui, Vi); 1 G i s rz, 1 s j G n, i # j) and let e = min(S/2,~‘). We show that E 
is an F-expansive constant for any neighborhood of 0. Let g E 9 and suppose 
(q, Q), (~2, s&z Xr with d((acr, s&, (~2, sz)g(t))< E, W E R. The continuity of g then 
implies that +‘(~:r) and #j(x:!) belong to the same set Uj (for some 1 s j s n) for every 
i E 2, Now let TE R such that ]g(T)- T) = S, (x1, sr)T = (xi, s\) and (~2, s~)‘l” =
(x;,s$). Then sr-sz=si - s$ i-q where q E (0, farl, ~2, . . . , *an). Now 
d((xl, sl)‘T, (~~,s~)giT))=d((x'l,s'l), (.II~,s~);(*o")) 
- d((x\, s;), (x;, s; fca)) 
21s; -s$ -sl(or 1s; --s\ -81) 
since 1s: - si I= 1st - s2 - q 1~ S/2 (take t = 0, g(t) = 0 :sbove). 
(ii) Follows from (i). 
(iii) Follows from (i) and Corollary 2.7. 
(iv) Suppose (Xf, @) is (id}-expansive. Choose e < i min(twi) and let S be the 
corresponding expansive constant. Let x1, X~E X wtth x1 f x2. Then 38 with 
d((~, O)t, (x2, O)t)> S. Suppose that Vn, 4”x1 and 4 %2 Delong to the same Ui. Then 
: = Cysof(4ixl)+r and also I = xyzO f(#x2)-t r. Now either p(&‘~, #“x2)3 S/2 or 
fijglc+5r, 4P1x2)3 612 as otherwise d((x1,O)f, (x2,O)t) -7 d((&&, O)r, 
(&‘xZ, O)p)Q max{p(4nxI, #“Ic2), p(@+‘xl, ~J~+‘xz)} < 8. Thus min(W2, E) is an 
expansive constant for 4. Conversely let (X, 4) be expansive with constant 6’. 
Choose E C # min(ai) and take S = min(d’, E). Thus we need only separate points 
(~1, ~11, (~2, ~2) with yl z y2 and d((yl, SI), (~2, s2)W. Choose n with 
~(~“y~,~“y++3andsupposed((~~l,s&(~~,s&)<~ Vt.Then3Twithd((j’l,si)Tl 
(~29 s2Vlr = &-b nyl, O), (4bny2, 7))) a&+5”y1, 4ny2)> 6. Thus min(6, E) is au1 expan-. 
sive constant for {id} corresponding to e. 
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6.2. Examples. The following 3isc and annulus examp. 2s illustrate the expansive 
behaviour of real flows. 
Example 1. Let X be the diss: of radius 1 and (X, ) the distal flow (x, 8)t = 
(x, tf (x) + 0) where f: [O, 1] + [O. ] satisfies f(Q) = 0 and f is positive otherwise. Then 
(X, R) is not {s}-expansive for- an3 s E % since WE > 0 we can take points 2 = 
(x, 8), f = (y, 0) such that Ix]< a/2 and ]y] < e/2 and thus d(& ft’)< e for any 
t, t’ E W, but 2 and y’ are not on rhe same orbit. 
Example 2. Let X be the annutus with inner radius 1 and outer radius 2 and (X, R) 
the distal flow (x, 0)t = (x, tf(x)-+ 0) where f: [ 1,2] -) [a, 61 (a > 0) and fcontinuous. 
(i) (X, R) is {id]-expansive iff f is a homeomorphism. Vx, y E [ 1,2], 1 f(y)t - f (x)tl 
can be made as large as we like if f(x) f f(y). Thus if f is a homeotnorphism (X, R) is 
(id)-expansive. Otherwise, 3x, _ v with f(x) = f(y) and between these points is a point 
at which f achieves a maximum or minimum. Thus, 3x,, y, with n, # ym xn - y, + 0 
and f(x,) = f(yn). Now given E z 0 let n be such that Ix,, - yni < E. Then If(x,)t - 
f(Yn ,tl= 0, so ix, w is not {id}-expansive. 
(ii 1 Assuming that f is a homeomorphism and 9 c g, 
(a; (X, R) is %-expansive if {id} & compact-open closure of 9’. 
(b) (X, R) is not P-expansive if {id} Ecompact-open closure of % A 9. 
(c) (X, R) is not Z-expansive. 
Proof. (a) We let D[(x, e), (y, &] = Ix - y ) + 18 - cpl be the metric on X. Let ([T, T’], 
(-B, F)) be a c-o neighborhood of the identity which is disjoint from 9? Now 
VhcS’,3t’~[T, T’]such that M(t’)-t’J~E,soforallx,y~[1,2], 
2 E - It’1 1 -fWf(yI 3 E - TV -f~~Yf~y)l. 
Now choose 6 > 0 such that Ix - y I c 6 implies ! 11- f(x)/f(y)( < 42T’. Then IX - y ( < 
S implies Ih (t’) - (f (x)/f (1 ))t’l 5 ~/2. A routine computation gives 
D[(x, 8)t’, (y, cp)k(t’)] 3 (E/2) f(y) + Ix - yl - 10 - cpl, which is always greater than 
min((&I)f(a>, S) if I@-&(&/4)f(a). If lo-+(&/4);4a), choose t=O. 
(b) Suppose {id} E cl,_,(%’ A (-P - {id})). Choose E > 0 arId z E [ 1 + e/ 
The map C$ : [z - ~14, z + e/4] x [z - ~/4, z + e/4]+ R defined by 4(x, y) = f(x)/f(y ) 
is continuous and has 1 in its range. Thus 3a < 1 with [I; l/r] in the range of q5. If U is 
the neighborhood of id determined by (1) and (r, l/“-) and h E U n %'n 9, then 
3p in the range of C$ with h(1) = pt. So 3x, y E [ 1,2] with x z y, Ix - y I< g and 
fWf(y) =P- Thus Ix -yk e and If(x)t-f(y)h(t)l= 0 for all t f 0. Thus (X, R) 
is not @-expansive. 
(c) Follows immediately from (b). 
We can construct n suspensions toobtain examples of P-expansive 
flow with generating ho omorphisms 4,, . . . , 4n, For 
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eachi jl~i’ Q ~1) let fi: X + (0, 00) be continuous and satisfy f$j = fi, j # i, and form 
n/ - where - is the equivalence relation 
forany lsiQr.NowforanyxEX,tE n and IGsn, 
where ki is chosen such that 0~ ri <fi(~!$‘* (u)). Ftnally we define the action on 
Xx R” by (x, 0, 0, . . . , O)(t,, t2, . . . , t,)= (t#$$$ l l l c#b$(x), (rl, . . . , r,)): which 
extends to X :( R”/ - in the obvious Fvay. 
It is easy to ;how that Theorem 6.1 can be extended to R” 1 -suspensions. It would 
be interesting to know if all W-expansive R” flows can be realized as suspensions of
Z”-expansive flows (c.f. [ 11). 
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